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Leeds Trolley Vehicle System Order 

Proof of Evidence of Christopher Foren (objector 0388) 

1. I object to the proposal for the following reasons. 

2. The system will not achieve its stated objective of relieving congestion 

along the A660. Because trolleybuses will be accorded priority at 

junctions traffic in side roads will accumulate at busy periods. In their 

Programme Entry Business Case Submission the proponents accepted 

(at paragraph 8.9)” the NGT scheme requires a small amount of 

highway capacity to be removed in some places. This will increase 

congestion levels.” 

3. It will not result in a lessening of CO2 emissions: the proposers of the 

scheme themselves admit this in their business case (para. 8.33) They 

write: -  

i. “However the net impact of NGT on the highway 

network results in increased carbon emissions. 

Taken together the proposals result in a modest 

increase in tonnes of carbon emitted and a small 

present value disbenefit in monetised terms.” 

 

4. The trolleybus will result in considerable environmental destruction 

along its northern section. The proposers accept that many large 

mature trees will be felled. Those trees are an essential part of the 

street scene in West Park, Far Headingley, Central Headingley and 

Hyde Park & Woodhouse. The proposers claim that they will plant new 

trees to replace the felled ones. This claim should be viewed with 

scepticism: a number of trees were planted along the A65 Kirkstall 

Road when it was widened. On a recent inspection it could be seen 

that a considerable number are now either dead or dying. It is clear 

that no aftercare has been provided when the planting was completed. 
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5. Further serious environmental damage will be caused in central 

Headingley because the intended route cuts across two fields at the 

top of Headingley Lane. These fields lie behind St Columba’s Church. 

They are the last remaining green spaces in Headingley. Siting the 

trolleybus route here conflicts with other policies of Leeds City Council 

(LCC). In its document Site Allocations Plan (Vol 2: 5 North, p. 28) the 

authors point out in relation to greenspace:  

i. “ (...in Headingley ward where there are deficiencies 

in all typologies except children’s and young people’s 

equipped play facilities.” 

 

 

6. Damage will also be done to the streetscene. Headingley is situated 

within a conservation area containing many distinctive Victorian 

buildings of stone construction. The trolleybus proposal, if granted, 

would necessitate the erection of numerous metal poles to support 

electric cables. Some of the present applications are for planning 

consent to attach cables  to the buildings themselves. 

7. The implications of the trolleybus scheme contradict LCC cycling 

policy. That policy is set out in the document Highway to Health (co-

produced by Metro, LCC and the Leeds City Region). At page 11 

under the heading “what we want” are the words “ safe, pleasant to 

use cycle route infrastructure that gives confidence to cyclists.” 

Among the “key principles” to bringing about that environment are 

said to be “greater degree of segregation or separation” and 

“seamless, easy, end-to-end journeys.” 

 

8. Those principles of segregating cyclists from motor traffic and 

providing a continuous cycle lane are consistent with best practice in 

many continental cities (especially the Netherlands). The principles 

are also endorsed by The Times Cities fit for Cycling campaign. 
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9. The Leeds trolleybus proposals do not incorporate those principles. It 

has been established that, for most of the route, cyclists will be 

expected to use the dedicated trolleybus lane, where this exists. 

Therefore cyclists will have to share roadspace not only with the 

trolleybuses but also all conventional buses. Not only is this unsafe 

but it will not encourage people to cycle. Parents of young or 

teenaged children will not permit them to use a road where cyclists 

share roadspace in this way. 

 

10. The only section of the proposed route where cyclists are to 

have a physically segregated cycle lane is on the so-called Headingley 

bypass (between Alma Road and Orville Gardens).   

 

 

11. The proposal is currently projected to cost £250 million. This 

does not represent good value for money. The proponents suggest 

that 4000 new jobs might be generated by 2030. This is highly 

speculative and in any event relates to a time 17 years in the future. 

A far more cost-effective scheme to bring about genuine modal 

change would be to introduce segregated cycle lanes along the A660. 

Headingley contains a large student population; many students are 

deterred from cycling by the real and perceived dangers. If cyclists 

and others were provided with a safe environment then many more 

people would use this mode of transport. 

 

12. The trolleybus proponents argue that trolleybuses produce no 

roadside pollution. This is correct. But this is not the only 

technology of which that can be said. Around the world many cities 

are introducing all-electric buses that use rapidly rechargeable 

batteries. In Geneva the buses can recharge in 15 seconds sufficient 

to take them to the next charging station. The Leeds City Council 

and Metro have failed to consult sufficiently widely during the 
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planning process and have not given sufficient consideration to 

emerging technologies. 

 

 

13. The trolleybus proposal is inconsistent with many local and 

national policies connected with transport and the environment. 

 

14. In their Concise Statement of the Aim of the proposals (A-01-2) 

the Applicants state (numbering follows original document):  

“Objectives were specified to be consistent with established land-use 

and transport policy.” (Para 3.1) 

The Objectives are contained in Para 3.2. Inter alia they are:  

 Facilitate sustainable growth of Leeds.  

 Reduce transport’s CO2 emissions.  

 Promote quality of life through a safe and healthy built and natural 

environment.  

  

15. But the Applicants fail to demonstrate how the trolleybus will 

facilitate economic growth. They admit the proposal will increase CO2 

emissions. Do they accept recent evidence on the importance of the 

natural environment to public health? If so, why do they propose to 

destroy the last green spaces in Headingley and cut down dozens of 

mature trees. 

 

16. It is significant that reducing congestion is not specifically 

referred to as one of the scheme’s objectives. One conjectures that the 

reason is that the proponents already know that ngt will not achieve 

this. 

 

17. In their documentation the Applicants include Document A- 01- 6 

(Planning Statement). They make many assertions which, in my 
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submission, are incorrect. The Applicants write at Paragraph 1 (NGT 

Vision) “NGT will be modern, accessible, energy efficient and clean.....a 

frequent, reliable service.” 

 

18. In fact it will be less accessible than the existing bus service 

because it has fewer stops. It’s not modern: Leeds’s first trolleybuses 

were introduced in 1911. The present designs have not changed in 

any fundamental way. 

 

19. In the paragraph headed “Benefits of NGT” it is stated: 

“Reduced public transport journey times.” (Para 3.10) However, these are 

insignificant even for travellers using the trolleybus all the way from 

Bodington to the city centre. 

20. Real time information is present at the existing bus stops. 

 

21. The other alleged benefits could be captured by hybrid or 

battery buses (i.e park and ride, modern vehicles, linking north and 

south Leeds and improvements to air quality.) 

 

22. Paragraph 4.7 of the Planning Document quotes the paper 

“Thematic Strategy on the Urban Environment” in saying “Solutions 

are stated as needing to be tailor-made, based on wide consultation of 

the public and other stakeholders.”  

 

  

23. NGT may have consulted widely with the public but have taken 

very little notice of the results of the consultation. These have been 

overwhelmingly hostile to the trolleybus proposal. Furthermore, the 

trolleybus is not “tailor-made”: when the so called supertram scheme 

was cancelled Leeds City Council and Metro sought another fixed line 

system and the trolleybus was the only candidate that was remotely 
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viable from a financial perspective. This cannot be described as a 

tailor-made solution. 

 

24. Paragraph 4.12 Seeks to show that the trolleybus is consistent 

with the National Planning Policy Framework(NPPF). Specifically that 

the trolleybus conforms to the need to “make the fullest possible use 

of public transport, walking and cycling.” The proposal signally fails to 

achieve the last of these for the reasons stated above: in only a very 

short part of the route does it give cyclists their own segregated road 

space. This is a fundamental requirement if more people are to be 

persuaded to cycle. In British cities as they are now cyclists must use 

the highway and share with general traffic. This is frequently 

unpleasant and often frightening. Only a small minority of bold and 

experienced cyclists are prepared to undergo the experience. 

 

 

25. Because the trolleybus doesn’t cater for a fully segregated cycle 

lane it cannot contribute to wider health objectives. (Para 4.13) 

 

26. The trolleybus will not “contribute positively to making places 

better for people”. (Para 4.16) The loss of mature trees and green 

space (especially in West Park and Headingley) will make those areas 

significantly worse for people.  

 

 

27. Paragraph 4.17 of the Applicants’ Planning Statement refers to 

paragraph 64 of the NPPF saying that “permission should be refused 

where it is of poor design and fails to take the opportunities available 

for improving the character and quality of the area”. Driving the 

trolleybus route through the last remaining green spaces in 

Headingley cannot be said to “improve the character and quality  of 

the area”, it does the precise opposite. 
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28. The proposals cannot be said to conduce to “protecting and 

enhancing valued landscapes”. (suggested at para 4.19 of the 

Applicants’ Planning Statement). Local people value the streetscape in 

West Park, Far Headingley, Headingley, Hyde Park and Woodhouse. 

The reason for this is partly that it features many mature broadleaf 

trees. The trolleybus will necessitate the felling of a great many of 

these trees. The fields behind St Columba’s church in Headingley 

constitute another valued landscape. This too will be destroyed. 

 

 

29. The area behind the Arndale centre in Headingley presently 

contains numerous trees and woodland understorey. This provides a 

good habitat for bats and many species of bird. This habitat will be 

lost if the trolleybus is built. Such loss runs directly counter to 

Paragraph 109 of the NPPF.  

 

30. It is submitted that the areas known as Cinder Moor and 

Monument Moor in Woodhouse are capable of being much improved. 

The proposals submitted by the Applicant do not constitute 

improvement so much as further degradation.  

 

 

31. The Applicants’ Planning Statement refers (commencing at 

paragraph 4.27) to the West Yorkshire Third Local Transport Plan 

2011-2026. The overarching vision of this document is “working 

together to ensure that West Yorkshire’s transport system connects 

people and places in ways that support the economy, the environment 

and quality of life.” Indicators of progress to those three primary 

objectives have been defined. 

 

32. The applicants suggest that the trolleybus will fulfil those 

objectives. However, that assertion is contradicted by the Applicants 

themselves in their Entry Level Business Case. In that document they 
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accept that total transport emissions will be increased by the 

trolleybus (Business Case para 8.33). The indicator defined as “low 

carbon trips” will similarly not be achieved by the trolleybus.  

33. Another indicator is defined as “satisfaction with all transport”. 

This will not be fulfilled in relation to cycling because the existing 

(inadequate) cycle lanes will be removed by the trolleybus. 

 

34. The admitted increased carbon emissions necessarily conflict 

with the Leeds Climate Change Strategy referred to by the Applicants 

in their Planning Statement at paragraph 4.40. 

 

 

35. Contrary to the Applicants’ assertion (Planning Statement 

paragraph 4.43) the trolleybus proposals contradict the Leeds Unitary 

Development Plan (UDP) of 2006.  

 

36. Strategic Goal 2 is defined as “to maintain and enhance the 

character of the District of Leeds”. For the numerous environmental 

reasons referred to above the trolleybus will seriously damage the 

character of many of the parts of Leeds District through which it runs. 

This cannot by any stretch of the imagination be considered 

maintenance or enhancement. 

 

 

37. Strategic Goal 3 (to ensure that the legitimate land needs of the 

community are met) As referred to above Leeds City Council accepts 

that Headingley is deficient in green spaces. Despite this the 

Applicants’ proposal will, if permitted, destroy the remaining green 

space in Headingley. 

 

38. In addition to the Strategic Goals the UDP delineates 9 

“strategic aims”. The first of these reads as follows: - “Environment to 

secure the highest possible quality of the environment throughout 
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the District, by protecting existing good environment, conserving and 

enhancing where there is scope for improvement, including initiating 

the renewal and restoration of areas of poor environment.” (emphasis 

added). 

 

 

39. Strategic Aim 2 includes promotion of “the use of public 

transport and other sustainable modes...” The trolleybus proposals 

are inconsistent with this aim because they discourage cycling. 

 

40. The environmental damage referred to above means that the 

trolleybus proposal is inconsistent with policy GP5 of the UDP. This 

provides (inter alia) that “proposals should seek to avoid problems of 

environmental intrusion, loss of amenity...” 

 

41. The trolleybus proposal contravenes Policy T5 of the UDP “Safe 

and secure access and provision for pedestrians and cyclists when 

designing and considering new development and highway schemes.” 

 

 

42. It is submitted that no reliance can properly be placed on those 

paragraphs of the UDP that set out support for use of “corridors” 

previously set aside for the tram proposal. To do so would effectively 

prejudge some of the issues which the present Inquiry is asked to 

consider. 

 

43. In relation to UDP policy T16 (Park and Ride) it is averred that 

the proposed Park and Ride facility at Bodington does not meet the 

stated criteria. It is not designed “to maximise accessibility by non-car 

modes notably walking and cycling”. 

 

 

44. Several paragraphs of the Unitary Development Plan refer to 

policies for a “Rapid transit system”. The trolleybus does not fit the 
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accepted definition of a rapid transit system. The Encyclopaedia 

Britannica defines this as “a system of railways, usually electric, that 

is used for local transit in a metropolitan area. A rapid transit line 

may run underground (subway), above street level (elevated transit 

line), or at street level. Rapid transit is distinguished from other forms 

of mass transit by its operation on exclusive right-of-way, with no 

access for other vehicles or for pedestrians.” The Applicants proposal 

does not provide for an exclusive right of way except on certain short 

stretches of the proposed route. 

 

45. Policy SP11 of the UDP sets out eleven priorities including: 

(iii) Targeted highway schemes to alleviate congestion and assist 

improved connectivity for local  and strategic orbital 

movements. 

The Applicants admit in their Entry Level Business Case (at paragraph 

8.9) that removing highway capacity will increase congestion levels. 

Additionally, the trolleybus, by virtue of its linear route, will not assist 

strategic orbital movements.  

 

(xi) Provision for people with impaired mobility to improve 

accessibility. 

The boarding stops in the trolleybus proposal are further apart than 

existing bus stops. It is thus difficult to see how this will improve 

accessibility for people with impaired mobility. 

46. At paragraph 4.85 of the Applicants’ Planning Statement 

reference is made to the Natural Resources and Waste Local Plan. 

This was adopted by LCC on 16 January 2013. As with other 

documents already referred to the document speaks of “promotion of 

public transport, cycling and walking”. The trolleybus proposal does 

not promote cycling for the reasons stated above. 
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47. Headingley and Hyde Park Neighbourhood Design Statement  

(NDS)  

This was adopted in September 2010. At paragraph 4.92 of the 

Applicant’s Planning Statement the NDS is said to “contribute to its 

future sustainability, to the quality of its buildings, its open spaces...” 

This is yet another policy that is contravened by the environmental 

damage that would be done if the trolleybus proposal is permitted. 

48. As above, it is submitted that no weight should be attached to 

parts of the NDS which make provision for the trolleybus proposal. 

This would effectively prejudge the issues that the present Inquiry 

must consider. 

49. Paragraph 10.5.1 of the NDS states: “The implementation of the 

New Generation Transport (NGT) scheme, or other public transport 

proposals, would have an impact on the area, particularly if they 

involved a “bypass‟ of Headingley Centre. Any such proposal should 

be sensitively undertaken to create a “green corridor‟ with 

accompanying pedestrian and cycleways, so minimising the impact on 

the mature landscape of the area.” 

50. It is submitted that this is impossible. There is already a well 

established “green corridor” along the route of the proposed 

“Headingley by-pass”. This corridor consists of many old trees, shrubs 

and undergrowth (behind the Arndale Centre, across the bottom end 

of Wood Lane at its junction with the A660). This adjoins the area 

below Headingley Castle (more mature trees and shrubs). The 

proposed “bypass” emerges into the fields behind St Columba’s 

Church. 

 

51. Paragraph 17.7.1 identifies “an ongoing programme of general 

maintenance, including tree planting and replacement...” These are 

desirable improvements but they are easily achievable outside the 
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context of the trolleybus proposal which, if permitted, would have a 

seriously damaging impact on the environment of Woodhouse Moor in 

general. Similar considerations apply to the proposal at paragraph 

17.7.7 of the NDS i.e. “Monument Moor deserves full landscape 

treatment.” 

 

52. At paragraph 4.99 of the Applicants’ Planning Statement the 

applicants suggest that residual environmental impacts must be 

weighed in the balance against the scheme benefits. It is submitted 

that the environmental impacts contained in the present proposals are 

not susceptible of significant minimisation or mitigation and they 

clearly outweigh the alleged benefits of the proposed scheme, many of 

which are negligible or unproven. In short, the environmental damage 

is certain while the benefits are speculative.  

 

53. It is submitted that the present proposal does not represent 

value for money: Leeds City Council currently carries approximately 

£1.4 billion of debt. The proposal does contain elements of 

environmental improvement, e.g. removal of the ugly poster site at 

Hyde Park corner. But such improvements should be seen in the 

context of the wider (and far more damaging) environmental 

destruction that the trolleybus will necessitate. Furthermore, the 

improvements contained in the proposal could (and should) be carried 

out in any event. 

 

 

54. The Applicants published their Statement of Case on 30 

January 2013. It is understood that this contains numerous 

amendments to the original proposals. Accordingly, I wish to reserve 

the right to serve an amended Statement of Case which can address 

the changed application.    
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55. For all the above reasons I urge the Secretary of State to reject 

the TWAO application. 

 

 

 

 


